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Mqndt To Stay OnDavis Honors Contract
BULLETIN

upon in their Tuesday meeting.
Colleen Maloof, UNM Regent and an exofficio member of, the council, has called for
the hiring of a new coach.
"There can be little doubt as to reason we
have a failing football program. Coaching is
the only answer," she said.
"It is time we had a new coach with an
effective football program. This is my
opinion after studying all the facts and
figures available - and ~n my capacity as
liaison, I shall report this opinion to the
Board of Regents as a whole," Maloof said.
The executive committee of the UNM·
Alumni Association has sent a letter to Davis
asking that he demand Mondt's resign;ttion.
Mondt has been coach of the UNM
football team for four years, accumulating a
19-25-1 win-loss record. His 1977 record is 5-

UNM President William Davis announced late Tuesday night tha' he will
honor. the cont·ract ·of. head football
coach Bill Moncb for another season.
By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer
UNM President William Davis is expected
to decide today the future of Bill Mondt as
the head football coach, after hearing the
recommendations of the Athletic Council
agd Athletic Director Lavon McDonald.
"I'm discussing the situation with
McDonald and the Regents, Davis said. "I'm
getting the input from all possible sides
before I make a decision."
Members of the Athletic Council refused
to comment on their recommendation on
whether to retain Mondt, which was decided

7.

On the Road to Free(dorm)
By TIM GALLAtiHER
LOBO Editor
UNM officials will today receive a
proposal to allow the ASUNM president and
vice president to stay in the UNM dormitories free.
·At its last meeting, the Housing Committee overwhelmingly adopted a proposal
that would allow the ASUNM president <>:"!cl
vice president to accept scholarships wliich
would pay for a single room in the dorms for
the duration of their terms of office. The
,' proposal passed the committee by a 14·1
vote.
:~ ;~,
Marvin"Swede" Johnson, vice president
for student affairs, and John Perovich, vice
president for business and academic affairs,
will have to approve the proposal before it
can become effective.
Randy Boeglin, associate dean of students
and a member of the committee; said, ''This
arangement would strengthen the ties between dorm students and ASUNM which
have been relatively tenuous in the past. The
dorms are not as significant a force on
campus as their numbers might indicate."

Boeglin said the scholarships would
require no ad.ditional money because annual
scholarships given to high school students by
Hous_ing and Food Service will be eliminated
. at the end of the academic year for lack of
interest.
Some dorm students, however, do not like
the proposed arrangement.
Mark J. Carrico, a student who resides in
DeVurgat Hall, :::aid he has talked to sevetai
students who opJ1ose the proposed offer.
"The ASUNM president and vice
president shouldn't get any preferential
treatment over the rest of us,"· said Carrico.
"This is no better than a U.S. senator accepting room and board from a private
company."
Carrico said many students also oppose
the idea that dorm life will make the
ASUNM ,officials more responsive to dorm
needs.
<~There's already a link between the dorms·
and ASUNM" he said, referring to a
Residence Student Halls Association
(RHSA) appropriation from ASUNM. Last
year, RHSA received· $3,900. "They (the
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ASUNM p,esident Tom Williams

Weii~Documented
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''It will take a little time. Very few people report their
UFO experiences. l think people will feel it's safer to
report them. It won't be as cockeyed."

Editor's note: This is the second in a three-part
series centered on the rnovie "Close Encounters of the
Third Kind. "

I

Hynek was asked why the government and Air
Force won't release their findings on the UFO's. He
said, "Under the freedom of the information act they
have released a few of the files pretty well tested.
Whether there's anything other than that, I would not
be pervious to that information. ·

By l'iEOR(';E (lESNER
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LOS ANGELES The phenomenon of
Unidentified FJying Objects may not be just confined
to science-fiction films such as Close Encounters. It
may very well be real.
·Two men associated with the film Close Encounters
are firm believers of it. Steven Spielberg, the director,
and J. Allen Hynek, technical consultant, have incorporated documented fact into the movie. .
Spielberg said, "The encounters with Richard
Dreyfuss are well-documented. The physical effects,
the churning and twisting of the inside of the car, the
light, the heat sensation, the weightlessness and the
sunburn 'are close encounters of the second kind.
Thousands of people'have reported them. That part of
the film was well-documented and then later in the
picture towards the end of the film, some of that was
imagination based on reported experiences."
Hynek, a professor and former chairman of the
Dept. of Asttonomy at Northwestern University,
wrote a book called The UFOExperiencej A Scientific
Inquiry. It was from this book that the movie's title
was coined. Hynek also serves as the director of the
Center for UFO Studies in Evanston, IlL
When asked if he thought there was going to be a
rash of UFO sightings after the movie, Hynek said,

"1 don't think the government is covering up about
prisoners (aliens), etc. The military mind after all isn't
as crisp or puzzled about the UFO phenomenon as we
are. I might point out as Groucho Marx once said,
'Military intelligence is a contradiction in terms'. The,
military likes crisp sharp answers. They want hard
data. I think it's much easier for the government to say
there is nothing."
Spielberg expressed a concern for the need to explore and research phenomenan and space traveL He
said, "In 200 years our goal will be to get off this
planet. Necessity is going to dictate to all of us wehther
we like it or not that there will be more money for
space travel and space exploration. I've bought a
ticket on the first spacecraft. So much went into the
rnoon landing, but it slacked off, leveled but and
declined. I hope that movies like this and Star Wars
would stimulate people into going places. I'd like tb
see a man on Mars in 15 years."

UFOAuthodtv Dr. J. ~/len

'
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Hynek surns up UFO and space phenomena saying,
"The universe is probably teeming with life.''
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Soviets. Denounce Sadat

S

MOSCOW (UPI) - Soviet
~ Foreign Mini&ter Andrei A.
£. Gromyko said Tuesday the Soviet
0 Union cannot support Egyptian
-g President Anwar Sadat's Middle
..l East peace initiatives,
"As is known, the Soviet Union
0"' is not against searching for
.§ resolving the problems that divide
i;l the Arab world and Israel,"
:2: Gromyko said in a speech at a
~ reception honoring Syrian Foreign
z Minister Abdel Halim Khaddan,
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who is in Moscow to meet with
Kremlin leaders.
"We ourselves are systematically
working to promote the solution of
these problems," he. said. "But if
one country demonstratively

conference In Cairo this weekend.
GromykQ said he couJd not say at
this point what eff~ct Sadat's plans

would have on the convening of a
Geneva peace conference, but he
said they have dampened the atmosphere.
departs from the common Arab
·"I would not like to make final
front and sacrifices the interests of conclusions at this point regarding
the Arab states as a whole, first of the fate of the Geneva conference,"
all those who have suffered from he said.
Israeli aggression, this then is quite
"However, one can say today it
another matter. How can one
is
put in a more difficult situation
approve such actions? One canthan
before, and the difficulties
not."
have been multiplied' Let us wait
Gromyko's remarks were the and see how the current
first direct comment from a Soviet negotiations and consultations
leader on Sadat' s visit to Israel and conclude."
his call for a pre-Geneva peace
Moscow's closest allied in the
Middle East - Syria and the
Palestine Liberation Organization
- have condemned Sad at's historic
peace mission to Jerusalem Nov.
19-21 and said they would have no
part of his proposed Cairo con-'

!

COLUMBUS, Ohio - AU 3-year old Ronald Littler. wants for
Christmas is one front tooth and he has filed a $25,000 suit against
Santa Claus and one of his helpers to get it.
The action was filed Monday by Littler's father against "John Doe,
also known as Santa Claus and Jane Doe, also known as Santa's
helper."
Littler claims that when Ronald delivered his Christmas list to Santa
on Nov. 28, 1975, at a shopping center here, Santa and his helper ·
dropped him on the floor, causing a fractured tootj:l and other injuries.
The suit also names the operato"rs of the shopping center as
defendants.

So far, only Israel and the United
States have responded positively to
Sadat' s call to the Cairo meeting.
The official Soviet news agency
Tass earlier Tuesday said Khaddam
and Gromyko "had a detailed
exchange of opinions on questions
relating to the development of the
Middle East situation (and) the
achievement of a ·Middle East
settlement on a just basis."
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Give your "deer" ones a PUGH
motorized bike. It will deliver
the "goods" all year.
• 150 mpg of fuel
• almost maintenance free
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good racing bike
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GREAT COLORS & STYLES IN NEW MEXICO
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WASHINGTON (UP!)
Alabama Federal Judge Frank
Johnson Tuesday asked to be withdrawn from nomination as FBI
director for reasons of health,
reopening the talent hunt for a
successor to the retiring Clarence
Kelley.
Announcing Johnson's decision
in' Washington, Att~ Gen. Griffin
Bell - who personally chose the
Alabaman -said he would "let the
dust settle" for two weeks before
proposing a replacement nominee
to President Carter.
'Later, Johnson issued a formal
statement through his Alabama
office saying, "I have this date
formally requested the President of
the United Stales to withdraw my
nomination to be the director of the
FBI."
He noted he had undergone
surgery for a ballooned abdominal
artery in August, just after Carter
nominated him, and added: "My
rate of recovery is very slow.
"It is evident to me that it will be
several more months before I will
regain my strength and stamina. It
will not be fair to the FBI or me to
keep this matter pending further."
"Judge Johnson made the
decision on his own," Bell told
reporters in Washington.
Johnson, 59, underwent successful surgery Aug. 26 for the
condition known as an abdominal
aortic aneurysm, but later
developed hernias that weakened
his condition.
Asked how he will choose a
replacement, Bell said he will wait
two weeks "To let the dust settle ... let things calm down, percolate. and hope some lightning
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Ray, serving a 99-year term for the slaying of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., had argued that prosecution on the escape charge was double
jeopardy because he already had been punished through the prison's
administrative procedures.
Ray was convicted on the escape charge in his first trial last month
and the jury fixed his sentence at one year in prison, to be added to the
sentence he is now serving.
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Town's Owner Sells Out

might strike during that two
·weeks."
But he said he will consult with
Kelly soon, apparently to ask if the
outgoing director will serve beyond
his scheduled Jan. I retirement date

EPSOM, England (UP!) - A
blonde American beauty queen
testified Tuesday a Mormon
missionary bought a king-sized bed
and asked her to "try it out" with
him before they got married. She
denied charges she kidnapped him
and shackled him to a bed in order
to have sex with him.
Joyce McKinney, 27 ,. of Ashville,
N.C., said in a final defense
statement she had fallen in love
with Kirk Anderson, a Mormon
missionary, at first sight, became
pregnant by him and wanted to
marry him.
Anderson, 21, of Provo, Utah,
who sat quietly reading his Bible at
the rear of the courtroom, denied
he had willingly taken part in a
sexual '.'bondage" game with Ms.
McKinney and insisted she kidnapped him and forced him to have
sex.
Ms. McKinney, who followed
Anderson to England from the
United States, is charged with
abducting him with a toy gun and
chloroform and holding him
against his will for three days. On
the last night of his captivity, she
allegedly shackled him to a bed with
the aid or a friend, ripped off his

Ms. McKinney said she later
discovered she was pregnant and
suffered a miscarriage.
The pre-trial hearing will continue Dec. 6.
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Study Discounts Ethnic Origins

z
"~

The effectiveness of bilingual
education programs should be reevaluated according to research by
a UNM professor who says that
family and economic factors rather
than ethnic origin determine the
acac;lemic achievement levels of
students in New Mexico.
Educational
foundations
professor James Cooper says a
recent study he conducted shows
ethnicity "is responsible for a
minor, , if not insignificant
proportion of school success in
New Mexico. Its effects are interwoven with the negative influences of poverty, limited adult
education levels and unemployment."
He says since ethnicity "is not a
determinant of school achievement,
then we must question current
activity in the domain of bilingual
ed,vcation. Presumably, such
programs are based on the
assumption that ethnicity and
culture do impinge on achievement.
My data reject this assumption."
Cooper's data base in the study
was school district aggregates
rather than the' traditional research
pattern which uses statistics and
information from individual
students - and their parents. He
divided the state's 88 school
districts into those which have more
and less than 5 per cent Ypanish
surnamed pupils. He then analyzed
scores from the Comprehensive
Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS) for
grades five and eight from 1972-75.

i
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clothes and forced him to have sex.
Ms. McKinney does not contest
the charges but says she acted with
Anderson's permission in order to
rescue him from the Mormon
Church.
Anderson denied it and told the
court Tuesday he even burned his
underwear after having sex with
Ms. McKinney because it had been
'' de~ecrated.''
"I will never forget the first
quiver when he looked at me," Ms.
McKinney said in her final defense
statement. "That night I felt more
in love than I had ever done in my
whole life.
"He didn't make a grab at me,"
she said, "He asked me to get
married."
"In preparation for our marriage
we had ordered a king-sized bed,"
Ms. McKinney said.
"Kirk said he would like to try it
out," she said. "I took a shower
and I put on a sexy nightgown. He
was under the covers nude. I was
Miss Wyoming in the U.S. pageant
and I don't have to seduce boys. He
pulled me into bed."
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Otherwise, a high FBI official
may be named acting director.
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until Johnson's replacement can be
confirmed by the Senate. Kelley has
indicated he might stay on another
three months.

Beauty Queen Denies
.Sexual Bondage Plot

H·ours: Mon-Fri 9-5:30, Sat 10-5:30
268-4337
Lead & Cornell SE
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HURSTVILLE, Iowa- The town of Hurstville - all23 houses a
tavern, store, warehouse and city hall, was sold Tuesday for $587,o00
- some $400,000 less than Laurel Summers had asked for the town he
owned for nearly 30 years.
Summer had sought $1 million for the town but accepted the highest
bid.
"I'm sad to see it go," Summers said as four bids for the town
were opened at t~e . Jack~on County Courthouse in nearby
Ma~uoketa. The wmmng b1d, from a group of six Maquoketa
busmessmen headed by former Stat.:: Sen. Clifton Lamborn was one
of only two legitimate bids.
'
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Ray Denied New Trial

Search Reopens for FBI Director

For your nature lover .
find an
entire field of diamond buttercups
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WARTBURG, Tenn.- Circuit Judge Lee Asbury Tuesday denied
a motion for a new trial for James Earl Ray on a charge of escaping
from Brushy Mountain State Prison last June.
·
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Open a Zales account or use
one of five national credit plans
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$25,000 Suit for Santa

"Ethnicity, when taken as the
sole independent variable, ac"
counted for 19 to 30 per cent of
school achievement as measured by
the composite for grades five or
eight on the CTBS," he says.
"However, when the effects of
family income, adult education'
level and unemployment rate are
taken into account, then these
socio-economic variables become
major for predicting academic
success.''
Schools in the Southwest "have
tried bilingual education and the
results have frankly been
discouraging," he says. "A recent
study by the government accounting office showed that $7
billion has been poured into the
bilingual
program
with
discouraging results."
Cooper says the federal
government's intent in its 1967
mandate for bilingual education
was a transition from the home
culture of the child into the
mainstream of American society.
"Instead, bilingual education has
come to mean simply teaching the
child in his native language without
any attempt at mainstreaming," he
says.
Lack of monitoring for results of
bilingual
programs
has
"aggravated" the situation,
Cooper says. "They don't check
the results. There was talk of
teacher accountability when the
program began, but many schools
just don't monitor what happens. It

••• Road

ASUNM president and vice president) should
represent the interests of all the students."
Boeglin said, "If the president or the vice
•president felt the dorms were a good place to
live, they could be a spokesman for us." But
he stressed; "We're not trying to buy student
government officials. We realize this is a
two-edged sword. They're not under any
obligation to us."
When asked if living in the dorms would
influence his judgement as ASUNM
president , Tom Williams replied, "Hell,
no." Williams added that if the proposal was
approved "There9; a possibility I would
. move in there, but I doubt it."
ASUNM Vice President Dave Garcia said

makes it hard to determine where
we go from here."
Future planning to upgrade
minority education should con-

centrate on discovering ways to
cope with problems connected with
growing up in a poor family,
Cooper believes. "The focus should

Santa Fean Enters
U. S. Senate Race

A Santa Fe man is running for
the Democratic nomination to the
U.S. Senate seat held by Sen. Pete
Domenici.
Stephen W. Fox, 29,· has been
visiting the UNM campus recently
seeking support for his campaign.
He is a I 969 graduate of Occidental
College and has founded the
University of the 21st Century in
Santa Fe. Fox said he has done
some graduate school work at 1
UNM.
Fox said he is against "the global
madness of spending $500 billion
yearly on thermonuclear weapons
instead of beneficial to mankind
endeavors." He said ''to provide
the agrarian base for the 21st
century we must must begin in New
Mexico."
He was a volunteer lobbyist for
the United Nations in the U.S.
Senate and said his (ocus is on the
"United Nations charter and the
ideals of the Democratic party as
seen by Woodrow Wilson, Eleanor
Roosevelt and Sen. Adlai Stevenson
of Illinois.''
Domenici is up for re-election in
1978.

he would accept a scholarship 1t 1t was offered to him but "to tell you the truth, there
isn't a whole lot student government can do
for the dorms unless the dorms have got it
together." Garcia live.> in the dorms.
Both Garcia and Williams emphasized the
"relatively small" salaries they receive for
the work that they do, as a factor indeciding
if they would accept the offer. "In the future
they're going to have to pay the student body
president more," said Williams. "The only
reason I'm making it is because I'm living at
home with my parents." Williams is paid an
annual salary of $3,575 and Garcia is paid
$2,600 annually. Garcia said those salaries
have not risen for more than five years.

bilingual education," he says, "but
we should look at how ethnic
students learn and try to determine
what learning experiences have the
highest chance of being successful.
"My hunch," he adds, "is that
we must use concrete, hands-on
approaches. Perhaps there should
be greater use of drama and role
playing in the classroom instead of
spending so much time on abstractions. This is a hunch based on
other research which has indicated
these are pretty good ways to go. I
think we need to develop programs
that have clear methodology and
clear goals with lots of feedback."

Open Forum
For Parking
Meets Tonight
There will be another open
meeting on the campus parking
problem tonight at 7:30 in the
Anthropology Lecture hall.
The Campus Planning Committee will conduct the meeting to
which all students, faculty and staff
members are invited.

Steven Fox

World Famous
.. Ballet Folklorico de
Puebla, Mexico"
University of Albuquerque- Theatre II
December 1, 8:00pm
Students '2.00; Adults '3.00

\~------------------------~~~~~~~~~
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FRENZIED FOLLOWER AND NEW RECRUIT
REJOICE!

The KISS ARMY is on the move AGAIN and
they're taking the offensive to YOU ..•
PERSONALLY. It's KISS .•. ALIVE II!! They're
breathing fire and music on their hottest--=~
album yet!

KISS ALIVE II ! ON CASABLANCA
. RECORDS AND TAPES ON SALE NOW
AT ODYSSEY!

No. 66

The number one rock band in Amer·
ica scores again with a monster
double set. KISS ALIVE II, a souvenir
of their phenomenal live act. Two
knockout sides of showstoppers
plus five new songs and a
special Kiss booklet and a special
Kiss surprise makes this a
for all rock followers.
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Editor.ial

A Black Mark
Regardless· of the future of UNM football coach Bill Mandt, the
situation surrounding his job security is going to leave a black mark on
UNM because of the irresponsible and foolish acts of a few.
Mandt is in hot water because the Lobo football team finished with a
5 win, 7 loss record this season; and some University big shots think
Mandt does not deserve to be retained as head coach. His accumulated
record as head coach for four years is 19-25-1.
UNM ATHLETIC DIRECTOR Lavon McDonald met with the Athletic
Council last night and will meet with UNM President William E. Davis
today. After that meeting some word on whether or not Mondt will still
have a head coaching job is due,
Mandt's record is certainly nothing to write home about, but when
you compare it to some of the idiotic things being said around UNM
lately, he looks like Bear Bryant.
It started last week when a committee of the Alumni Association
recommended in a letter to Davis that Davis ask for Mandt's
'resignation. The letter was not supposed to be made public until
December, and it certainly was tactless that such a recommendation be
made public before the end of the season.
BART RIPP, AN Albuquerque Joumal sportswriter, acting as any
good reporter would, printed an article about the letter and talked with
one of the leaders of the committee, Mrs. Peggy Ritchie.
Then early this week, Mrs. Colleen Maloof, a member of the UNM
Board of Regents and a non-voting member of the Athletic Council,
fired some shots at Davis, accusing him of running UNM "like a dictator." She does not want Mondt kept as head coach.
McDonald for the most part, is keeping his mouth shut on his own
personal preference, but insiders say McDonald would not like Mandt
to complete the last two years of his three-year contract. Some administration sources say, however, that Davis, who will make the final
decision, would like to give Mondt one more year because the football
team's schedule was very tough this year.
As we said, regardless of the· outcome, Mrs. Ritchie's and Mrs.
Maloof's public remarks were foolish and irresponsible.
~ MONDT. DESPITE HIS RECORD, does not deserve to be raked over
the coals by people who have no more say in the matter than the
average fan. These two women should have kept their irrational
comments to themselves. They have a right to their opinions, but
should exercise tact considering their positions.
Mandt is a fine man who has managed to keep his dignity despite the
cesspool of cheap shots swirling at his feet. Ritchie's statement in
particular, which appeared in print on Thanksgiving Day, must have
done wonders for Mandt's digestive system and we're sure it ruined
one of his precious days with his family.

Best Move

The United States will be
represented at a pre-Geneva
Conference meeting in Cairo soon,
and the Carter administration has
made its best move yet in world
politics.
The situation in the Middle East
will never be resolved until the
adversaries can sit down and
discuss the issues with all parties
involved. Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat's courageous visit to Israel
last week opened the door to
further negotiations, and we are

glad to see the U.S. stepping inside
the door.
OF COURSE, SOME Middle East
nations will boycott the meeting
because they do not recognize
Israel's right to exist, but then we
used to think the world was flat.
The problems with Israel and the
Atab nations are complicated, to be
sure, but there can be no lasting
settlement if the parties do not
agree to meet. We are proud that
the United States will be
represented.

In Your Eyes

Ara Cron wants marijuana
decriminalized. There's nothing
unusual about that.
MRS. CRON IS is a 63-year-old
Wichita Kans. woman who suffers
from glaucoma, a hereditary eye
disease In which fluid builds up in
the eye, putting pressure on the
optic nerve until the victim
eventually goes blind. Many studies
have proven that marijuana
smoking reduces the build-up of
the fluid and help~ the victim to
retain normal eyesight.

The federal government refused
to allow Mrs. Cron to be part of
National Institute on Drug Abuse
experiment which allows one man
suffering from glaucoma to smoke
about 10 joints a
T~e man says
it has helped retam h1s sight.
REALLY NOW, we can understand the feds being afraid that
us pot-smoking college students
are going to take over the world,
but a 63-year-old woman? Get off
.
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fustructions
(f' plus

mean~ mostly yes

or decidedly so.
(m) means uncertain, maybe,
neither definitely yes or n.o.
(-) minus means mostly.
or decidedly no.
Your answer to the question is indicated by making a heavy mark
between the two lines opposite the
number of the question· in the
column which will show your an-·
swer, Please mark one answer to
each question.
If
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Questions start here.
I. Do >'OU muke thoughtless remarks or accu.sations, which
later you regret.
2. When other pc.'Oplc get confused, can you remain fairly

DOONESBURY

(,'{lmposcd.

Spacious Speciosity
by Les Marshal
ASUNM Attorney General
When I made my comments to the LOBO regarding the impeachability of Todd Pink, I prefaced my remarks with the observation
that no matter how I put it, some people will claim my comments are a
result of my dissatisfaction and frustration at having lost three out of
four cases brought by me before the student court. From the reactions
to date, I see that I was correct. Chief Justice Pink described my
arg1.1ments as being "specious" and decried my "puerility". I will here
present the facts as they are and let you judge whether comments
based ori these facts are specious.
·
During the first week of this semester, I filed suit in the student court
against Robert Roibal a duly elected ASUNM sen~tor, who had al~o
sought and won election to the NMPIRG Board of D1rectors. I argued In
the brief filed with the court that Roibal was in violation of the ASUNM
Constitution which states in Article II Section IV .•.. No Senator, during
the time for which he/she is elected, may serve in any other branch of
the ASUNM Government or as officers of ASUNM funded
organizations, unless he/she be appointed a senate representative. The
court dismissed the case, reasoning that the constitution did not apply
~since it had only been approved by the Regents in June and Roibal had
been elected a month earlier, The court ignored the fact that the
constitution had been approved by the students 18 months earlier, long
before Robert Roibal's election. The court ruled that Roibal could not
be held accountable to a constituion adopted a month after his election
to office. This is a legislative ploy called "grandfather clausing" a law,
i.e. making certain person immune from a piece of legisla~ion ~nacted
after they had engaged in an activity repugnant to tllat p1ece of
legislation. However only legislators may add grandfather clauses to
legislation, and only the people (students) may add such clauses to the
ASUNM Constitution. When a constitution is ratified it is the supreme
law and anything repugnant to it is null and void. When Roibal was
elected he may not have been in conflict with the law. However, a
month later with the constitution's ratification he was, and it was incumbent upon the court to order that he cease and desist. Instead the
court usurped the power of the legislature and the students by stating
in affect the constitution was unconstitutional. That is an impeachable
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offense!
Two· weeks ago Damon Tobias sued the Elections Commission and
requested that it (the commission) change the ballot for the already
started Fall general elections. I filed a brief on behalf of the commission
stating the commission had abided with all applicable laws as well as
the ASUNM Constitution. The court agreed that the commission had
violated no laws and that there were no laws on the books under which
relief could be granted, however since it (the court) felt the student
body would be better served with 20 senators instead of 19, it was
going to order the commission to change the ballot. I agreed, and so
did the commission, that 20 senators wete better than 19, but we have
no power or right to make laws; that is the responsibility of the ASUNM
Senate. Again the court ignored its lack of power in the area of writing
legislation and proceeded to do just that. That is an impeachable of-

fense!

Article IV Section 11 subparagraph C of the ASUNM Constitution
states •.. The Chief Justice shall preside at sessions of the court and
shall be responsible for the publications of the decisions of the court.
This is the 13th week of a 16 week semester; the court has heard and
decided four cases since the beginning of the semester. To date there
has not been a single decision published. The chief justice claims there
is i10 time limit on such publications. This is irue but in the absence of
such specificity, common law uses reasonableness as a yard stick and
13 weeks in a 16 week semester is unreasonable. A chief justice is
appointed for two years if we were to carry Justice Pink's reasqning to
its logical conclusion then he doesn't have to publish an opinion until
the last of his two year term and he would still not have violated the
constitution. The absurdity of such a suggestion makes further
discussion unecessary. this is an impeachable offense!

3. Can you tmjoy browsing thrnugh railwa>' time tables,
dlrcctorles, or dlctlonarlcs.
4. When huvlng to make a decision, would your judgement
be J.wuycd by your likes or dislikes o( the personalities
invol\•ed.
5, J'ro\'idcd your health and Income would permit more, do
you intend two lc.ss children in your family.
Do your muscles twitch without any ob~·ious reason,
7. Do you prefer to be In a poslllon where you _do not have
the responsibility of making dcclslons.
8. Arc your actions frequently unpredictable, even to )'OUrscl(,
9, Do you comldcr that too much money is being spent on
"~oclal security.''
10. Arc you ca.~ily interested In other pooJile,
11. Do Suu speak In a monotone.
12. Do )'OU u.suallr allow the other person to start the con·
. vcrsation.
1
13, Arc )'OU readily interested in what other pcoplc·huvc to
say,
14, Could you take the necessary action n~cd to kill an
animal In order to put it out o! pain.
15. Arc )'OU reckl~ In your behavior.
16. Do you speak slowly,
17. Arc you concerned about the need to protect your health.
18. Docs an unexpected action cause }nur muscles to twilch.
19. Are you normally conslderotc ln your demands on your
employees, or executives or pupils.
20. Can you give a valid ''snap Judgement."
21. Do your past failures still worry you.
22. Do you find yourself being extra active for periods lasting
several days,
23, Arc }'OU swayed by other people's well Intentioned advice.
24. Js it normally difffcult for you to own up and take the
blame.
25. Do you have only a small circle of close friends rather
than a large number of friends and speaking aequain·
tanccs.
26, J.t; your IJfe one constant struggle for survh•al.
27. Do }-'OU often sing or whistle just because you feel happy.
28. Are }OU COnsidered warm-hearted by your friends.
29. Do you feel compdcnl at giving orders to other people.
30. Do )'OU enjoy telling people the latest scandal about your
associates.
31. Are }tJU willing to agree to strict discipline.
32. Would the idea of making a complctcly new start cause
you much worry.
33. Do you endeavor to get other people to laugh or smile.
34. Do )OU find it easy to express your emoticoru.
35. Do you refrain from complalnfng when the other person
is late for an appointment.
36. Are }-'OU considered by other people as a spoil sport.
37. Are there many people who are dcflnitci)' unfriendly
toward you and who work against you.
38. Would you say that you were WTong just to keep the
peace.
39. Are )OU really fond of only a few people.
40, Are you only happy lf yllu have ~special ~cason, ,
41. Do you lllce to "circulate around at a soctal gathcnng.
42. Do )UtJ take reasonable precautions to prevent accidents.
43. Docs the Idea of talking in front
people make you
nervous.
44. tf you saw an article in a shop obviously mistakcnty
marked lower Utan Its correct prlce, would you try to get
it at that price.
45, Do you,o(ten feel that pcoJ'le are looking nt yoti or talking
about you behind f'OUr back.
46. Arc your acti\'llics always getting "fouled up"
47. lla\'C }I:IU any particular hate or fear,
,
48. Do )UU prder to be an onlooker rather than a t>artlc•pant.
40. Do }'tlti find it i.-'nsy to be impartial.
50. Do you tnnlntaln your own standard of courteous hch:wior, no matter with whom }'OU are dealing,

courage,
64, Arc youllvertly affcc:tionate.
65. Arc your idea~ and opinions not fmporta.nt enough to
mention to other people,
66. Arc )'011 so sure o£ )'0Ur5clf that you som!!tlmes annoy
others.
67. Do you try to keep close contact with articles of )'OUrs,
which you have loaned to friends.
68, Do )'OU have muny acthitles of }'OUr own choosing.
69. Can you feel whatever emotion you desire.
70. Do you (,'ompletc]y condemn any person because he has
70. Do )llU completclr condemn any person became Jw has
· opposed you Jn some aspect of your relations wHh him.
71. Do you often slrand thlnk about death or sickness or pain
or sorrow.
72. Would the prospect of ''loss of dignity" upscct you mi'ICh,
73. Do you often put a.way things in the hope they might be
u~cfullatcr,

74. Would you criU.se faults and point out only the bad
points. of wmcone else's character or lulfldiwork.
75. Arc )'OU openly apprcclatlvc of beautiful things.
76. Do )llU sometimes give away articles which knowingly
do not belong to }-'OU.
77. When you meet people do you try to make them feel at
easse.
78. Do >'OU often ponder on previous misfortunes,
79. Arc j'OU sometimes conslder<..'d overbearing,
80. Can you accept criticism easily without resentment.
81. Can you take a lew minutes rclwcalion without lnn•ing
to go off into some quid room.
82. Are you Inclined to l:c jealous.
83. Do ~'OU tend to put off doing things to such an extent that
they nc\'er get done.
84. Arc )'OU wilting to abide by the wishes oif others rather
than always sooklng to have }'OUr own way.
85, Do you !ind H easy to get started on a new project.
86. Do )'OU bite )Ullr fingernails or ·chew the end of your
pencil,
87. Do )'OU dramatlsc }'OUT emotions just to get )'OUT own
way.
88. If we Y.'Cre invading another country would you feel
sympathetic towards Conscientious Objoctot1 in this
country.
89 "re there many things about yourself on which you are
touchy.
90. Arc }'Our own intcri.!Sts and activities monitored by some•
one else's desires.
tU. Do you get a single thought which constantly reoccurs
for no apparent reason.
92. Arc )'OU a slow eater,
9J, Can )'OU be a stcad)ing Influence when others get
panicky.
94. If you thought another person needed help, would you
stop and find out rather than wait for them to ask you
dlrcctly.
95. Can any person's character and personality change en·
tirely for the better.
96. Is it possible to predict your own behavior,
97. Can you rem.ain quite acth•c on eight hour's sleep a night.
98. Would you always we corporal punishment on a child
aged 10, if it reCused to obey )'OUw
99. Do you prefer to take a passive roll in a club or organlza·
tion to which you belong.
100. Do mental image pictures "just pop up."

or

We are open
by Garry Trudeau

51. Can }'OU start the ball rolling at a social gathering.
52. Would }'Ou bu)' on credit and tilen hope that yotl could
keep up the payments.
53, Do you• get an after-reaction wb('n soml'thlng unexpected,
such us an accident or other distur,bing incider1t lakes
pi nee,
54. Do you ronsider the good of aU concerned rather than
your own personal advuntaj.(e.
55. When hearlng n lcchlrp, do you fct'l th11t thl' speaker l~
rl•ferrlng ent!rcly to )UU,
56. Can you allow f.'Xternal nol~cs not to interfere with your
concentration.
57. Do you take full notice of current affairs.
58. Could you confidently plan and work towards carrying
out an e\•ent In six months time,
fl9. Should all murderers be executed.
60. Do )'OU h•nd to k curclc..~s and untidy,
61, Do }'OU ever get a "dream.IJke foollng towarili life, when
alllit.'CUU unreal.
62, Do )'UU speedily rt'COvcr from the effectS of bad news.
63, Should you crili~c, do you at the same time, try to en·

Mon-Fri 9:30a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:30a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Sunday 9:30a.m. to 5:00p.m.

You will be contacted
within 24 hrs. of receipt

101. Doc.~ tlw )'OUth ul toda>· JHn·l.' mort' npportunity than
that of·a gent•rallon gap.
102. Do you discard artldt•s only to dis('ov~·r thlit yota nel'd
them later,
·
103. Would >uu give tlp easily on n gh·cn cour:;c, if Jt were
t·:1us-ing: you a mnsidt•rable llmount of incoll\'{•nicncc,
10·4. Are rou really enthusia~tic abol!t only a few things,
105, Do you easily lru:;t tlw Jnt"nllons of other~.
J06. Do you sometinws wonder if anyone really c11rcs about
you,
107. Do )OU turn dow•{ re!iponsibllily bccau.~e you doubt
)'our ablllty to handle it".
108, Do you sometime.~ feel compelled to respect ~ome in·
r~tlng Item of l'()D\'Crsation.
109. Do )OU bundle a btrievancc without tending to cxag:gcmtc
it.
110. Is your fac[al expression varied ruth~r than set.
111. Do you need to j1t~tify auy opinion c;~f yours once :.iatcd,
H2. Is it difficult for you to smile.
113. Would things have to be nlot worse before you would
consider suicide a~ a solution.
114, Would you consider yourse-lf energetic In your lltlitudc
toward life.
] 15. Docs a disagreement affect your whole relationship with
unothcr per.sor1.
116. Can you have a minor failure wHhout getting very up·
set.
JJ7. Is- your social standing of great .Importance.
118, Do )QU openly .and sincerely admire beauty in other··
people.
119. Is it difficult to please )'OU,
120, I( you met with direct opposition, would you rtlllscek
to llave }-Ollt own way rather tharf just give in,
1.21. Would you object to walking a short journey If
transport Js dilncult.
123. Do you consider your education or experience arc valid
In ghing an opinion,
122. Do you consider your education or experience are vru:lid
In gfvlng an OI'inlon.
124. no you often make tactless blunders.
125. Are )'OU wary of people who frequently ask to borrow
'
money from you.
1~. Do you look at facts rather than pt"'plc's opinions in
making a decision.
127, Can you gcfqulte enthwlastlo over some simple little
thing.
128, Do )'OU take an action because others know best, though
your own judgement would Indicate otherwise.
129. Are you In favor of the color b11r and class dlstlnctlon.
130. Do )'DU have a habitual physfcal mannerism such as
pulUng )UIIT halr, nose. car or such like.
131. Can you qufcJdy adapt and mnlcc w;c: of new <:andltioru
nrid situatJons even though they may be ditfJcull.
132. Do some noises set your teeth on edge,
]33, Can you soothe other fellow's polnt of view when you
wlsh to.
134. Do you go to bed when you want to rather than by the

151. Arc you sometim~:s compldl•ly uunblt• to (~lli('r into tlw
spirit of thing~.
152. Do you often not botlwr to l'Xpt<'ss your f..'l'lt•\'Hnc(·~.
15..1. Do )'Oil pr<'fer good ~tc:1d)· joh~ ratlwr than makln~ your
ownwny,
154. l)«~s the lltllllb(•r or uncompleted tusks you IUl\'(' Ofl hand
bother you.
155. Do people enjoy l>l'lng In your mmpUil)'•
156. Could you allow someone. lo finl.~h tlm~e "£h1t1l lWO
word~".

l57. Do

)'OU find thnt most peOf)l!l have more bud pu!uts
in their churacter lhun good om•s,
158, Do you laugh or smile quite tcad!ly,
150, Are you dcrJntc and cmphntlc ln voice and manner.
160, Are you cff1t~lvc only lo close frlf~ntl~, if nt nil.
161. Are your Interests and field.; or uclivity in the area in
whid1 you live.
162. Would youy like to !illiTl u new activity Jn tho arl'tl In
which }'Oil Hvc,
163, Would the id..:a of Jnflictlng pain on game, smallnuhnals
pr fish prevent you from hunting or fhhiug,
164. Whcu you close )'Uilr eyes do >'OU fC(l) a decreased In
spa.ce.
161), Do }\Ill have little rl'grel on pa~t misfortunes nnd
failures.
160. Docs the Idea of fear or upprchensJon gh•c you a
physical rl'nctlon,
167. Would your emotions nvay your judgement in n
situation In which you were personally Involved,
168. Can somcon11 else consider that you were really acth·c.
169, Do you find It hard to get started on a task th11t lll'i'ds

to be OOnc.
170. Are you opposed to the pwbation system for crlmlnab·.
171. Do you spend much time on lleecllcss·worrlcs.
172. In a dlsagn'f!ml'nt, do }'Ot! find it hard i£ t11C other }X!r-son falls lo soo ~ur side w1d dnl'S not a~tl't v.ith you.
173. Do you cope wilh every-day problems of living quite
well,
174. Are you usually truthful to otl1crs.
175. Would you ruther walt for something to llappen as
opposed to you causing Jt,
176, Do you fritter your money ILWily.
177. Can you take a calculatL-d risk without too much worry,
178. If }-'OU were Involved In a slight car uccldent, would you
take the trouble to soo that any d11mage )UU did was
good.
J 19 Do othl'rs pwh you around.
180, Do you make allowances for your friends, ·where with
others you might judge more scvcrly.
181. Do )UU olten ponder over your own Interiority.
182. Oo people run you dow)l l>chlnd your back.
183, Can you remain uncmbarra.~d by a hearty greeting,
such as a Jds.o;, a hug or a pat vn the back If done in
public,
184. Do you frequently not do something you want to do be·
cause of other people's desires.
185. Arc you convinced about the correctness of your opinions
about a subject, even though you are. not an expert.
186. Do you find yoursctr ..going of£ in nil directions at once,"
187. Do your acquaintances seem to think m1Jrc of your
abllltfcs than you do.
188, Is the idea o( dealh or even reminders of death abhoranl
to you.
J89. Having settled an argument do }-OU continue to red dlsgrtmtled ror a while.
190. Arc you friendly In voice, att£tude and expression,
191. Docs tlfc .seem rather vague and unreal to you.

clock.
135, Do the petty foibles of others make you Impatient.
136, Do children irritate )OU.
131, Are )•ou le55 talkative than your assocJatcs.
138. Do )UU usually carry out assignments promptly and
systematically.
139. Would you llSSlst a (cllow traveller rather than leave It
to the officials.
140. Are you more interested ln voting for the parth than the
man for the job.
141. Do }'OU frequently dwell on your past tllnesses or patnful
l!xpcrlcnces,
142, Do you get very ill at ease in disordered surrour~dlngs.
143. Are )Ou usually critical of a film or show that you see
or aa book that you read.
144. When recounting some amusing incidents can you easily
imitate the mannerism or the ctialect fn lhe original
lrtddcnt.
145, On matters on which )'OU are not expert are your own
ideas of :suffJclent importance as bJ put forward to

192. Do )'DU easily {eel upset about the late of war \'lctlms
and political rerugccs.
193. Do your acquaintances sppcal to )'tiU for aid or advice
in their petsonal dlfflcultJcs,
194. Can you tolerate the loss of an article without
immediately accwing cveryono in sight
105. I£ you thought that someone wao; suspicious of you and
your actlvitics would )'OU tackle tJ1em on Ihe subject
rather than leaving them to contact you.

·others.
146. I» you have a tendency to tidy up a disordl!r of somrone

106.Do you sometimes f~l that your age ls against you (either
to }'DUng or too old.)
·
197. Do you hm·e spells of being sad and depressed for no
apparent reason.
198, Do )OU do m11ch grumhllng about condition.f you ha\c 11
raee in lifo.
199. Do you try tO hide )Ullr feelings.
200. Do you consfdr~r }'Ou have many warm friends.

else's howehold. .
147. Do )-UU feel bitter about a defeat.
148. Do )-UU often feel depre,o;scd.
149. Are )OU ever i1l at ease in the company of children.
150. 1[ )"DU were prevented from doing wrnething would you
flnd a substitute act!vity.
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By .Joe Skenandore
j
LOBO Staff Writer
,;::.
With winter and its ac;3 companying higher energy bills
approaching, New Mexico Public
8 Interest Rese(lrch Group has
·g published a pamphlet which
::;; outlines ways to use less fuel while
~ making better use of the heat in
Z your home in the, coming months.
The pamphlet discusses four
~ areas' of home energy consumption
~ and describes ways to make them
more efficient.
A section on furnaces tells of
ways to make sure the home furnace is working efficiently, such as
cleaning heat transfer surfaces and
making sure that the furnace is
adjusted to burn fuel completely.
Insulation is discussed critically
in the pamphlet. which is mostly
intended for students who may not
own their house or apartment.
Insulation buyers are warned of
such factors as the shortage of
available insulation materials, the
possible substitution of inferior
materials and the possibility that
using too much insulation might cut
out the radiant heat which the sun
provides.
Several simple steps may be taken
to cut the cost of water heater
operation. Two of the easiest listed
are to turn down the thermostat
setting and to drain off a gallon of
water to remove sediment in the
bottom of the heater tank which
may be "insulating'' the water in
the tank against efficient heating.
A large part of the pamphlet is

'&

Tips Outlined
.

concerned with windows, which the
author says are major areas of heat
transfer in homes. It describes the
m<!nY ways heat loss from windows
may be minimized, from storm
windows and. weather stripping to
simpler and sometimes cheaper
methods such ·as plastic storm
windows or heavy curtains:_,
Besides these aids to home energy
conservation. the pamphlet also

North-South Center
Still Sought After

UNM students who are interested
in doing research projects in areas
of interest to the New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group
(NMPlRG) may now make
arrangements with PIRG and UNM
to receive academic credit for their
work, said PIRG office manager
Deborah Grabowski.
Grabowski, who planned the new
program, said students must make
arrangements with either a faculty
member of a PIRG staff member to
be eligible for the credit, which will
be similar to an independant study
course· Ytudents will receive from

tJ

·TQJ, Asleep at the Wheel Coming
He liked it so much last month,
he decided to stop back. Taj Mahal
will play a return engagement
tonight at the Golden Inn in
Golden. Tickets are $6.75 and are
available at all Ticketmaster
locations.
Taj Mahal's performance at
Golden last month made it one of
the best concerts of the year. He
performs with a six-piece band of
"Oakland boys" who form a
strong backbone for Taj's everdeveloping fusion of blues and
Carribean music. The Golden Inn
will be selling only 500 tickets to
this performance to alleviate the
packed conditions of the last Taj
Mahalshow.
Slated for this Saturday at the
Golden Inn is Asleep at the Wheel.
Now based in Austin, TX. though
orignally formed in the Bay area,
Asleep at the Wheel is one of the
country's best western swing bands.
The chance to see· the group in a
setting like the Golden Inn is
choice. Last summer Asleep at the
Wheel opened the Willie Nelson
show, but because of a short set and

Because the value of every diamond is
determined by four characteristics (cut, color,
clarity and carat weight), you can always use
these qualities to your best advantage.
Perhaps you're attracted by the grandeur
of a large diamond. Well, sometimes a large
stone can cost the same as a smaller one.
Simply becauseit has a little more color. Or a
delicate birthmark hidden inside.
On the other hand, you may feel size isn't
the most important quality. Then you could
choose a diamond that's small, but perfectly
cut to sparkle with an icy-white elegance.
In any case, you'll be able to find one to
suit your personality. Because each one
is an individual, with its own combination of
characteristics. And you can use these
qualities any way you wish, to help you decide
what's precisely right for you.
But the important thing to remember is to
buy a diamond _engagement rihg you'll be
happiest with. You'll be sharing it for a lifetime
with someone you love.
And for that reason alone, you should
be choosy.

The ATM Chrlst~as food .!ihd clothing drive Is

on end will continue to Dec, 16. Canned goods
and clothing eM be loft at Chicano Studies,
ASUNM offices in the SUB,the Student Vots atfico and the SUB information booth.
1hl' l: :\M MfJl.ntnlnrering Cluh will \HIId irs fino I
mrl'fing of I he ~emc~tcr on Wed., Nov. 30, at 7~30
t~ont~ In rm. 23 I.I) of the SUIL !"llldc'IW Ill be shown llf
scmeo~;!cr

hrruk lrlp'i. EH!i')onc l'lwclrtimC.
'I Ill' As~uclulh•n for Woml'n in 5clencl' and En·
~lncl'rin,~: httik~ you tu ml'cl Cttharlna Kldc1 a.~slsttinl
tarnrc.,.~nr of math,

unWed., Nov, 30, itt noun at the
II onor'i ('enter In thl' Hu marHitlcs llld~.

f<'rn• cnffl'C :mU dmt~h nuts for all ~raduate studl'nls
mr WrdOI.'!ithr~s from 10 n~m. to nnon In the (JSA
)111111~1', 2nd rlunr nr lhl' SlJJI.

A diamond is forever..
Rings shown are the America·s Junior Miss Collection (enlarged for detail).
Prices represent retail quotations for these specific rings.
De Beers Consolidated Mines. Ltd.
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a lack of dancers·, Asleep at the · Opening for Taj Mahal will be
Wheel just wasn't able to put out the
increasingly
popular
the energy it's famous for. This Albuquerque jazz band First Take.
Saturday should be a different Dave Ain't Here, a New Mexico
story. Tickets are $5.75 at all progressive country group,. opens
Ticketmaster locations, or $6.75 at for Asleep at the Wheel.
the door.

Heavy 'Waits AffQ~.r
Foreign Affairs 1 Tom Waits I
Asylum Records 7E-1117
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
"Well you can buy me a drink
and I'll tell you w!iati seen and I'll
give you a barginfrom the edge of a
maniac's
dream."
(Waits/"Potter's Field")
~
If this isn't Tom Waits' best
album, it's certainly his most
coherent. Always the experimenter,
Waits has written some of this
decade's finest songs ("Heart of
Saturday Night" and '01' '55"),
while also writing songs that break

At any price
you can afford to be chOosy.

The ATM Business Assoclotion will meet

S('IT "Child Ahtt~l.' and Nc~lcrl;'' 11 prc!icntnllon
lu !\f<;. ('nih<' Maple tnda~' Jlf 1:3() p.m. In rm.131 I)
,'<.: 1·.111' lin• SliiJ,

0

'

tonight at 7 in Chicano Studies, 1815 Rorna NE.

H1~· ~~ !JI,

"?l.
n

Taj ffiahal at the Golden Inn

There will be a NCHO mooting tonight at 7
p.m. Peco Mazo, USC School of GerontolOgy
will be recruiting.
·

'I ht• iii~Jl!lrlk l·:n~lnecrin~ {)r~unllallcm will hnld
lh 2nd mh:rr ~In Sut,, J)cc. J, at 1 p.m. in rm. 153 nf
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Projects for PI RG
Offer Student Credit

Wednesday
KUNM news at 9 am and 5 pm
UPI news at I, 6, 8, II am and I
•&9 pm.
3 pm: Jock Itch: Sports
10 am and 6 pm: Personnals.
7:30 pm: Public Affairs: Willie
Mae Reid, the Socialist Workers'
candidate for.YP in 1976, speaks on
"Carter's First Year: A Socialist
View."
9 pm-1 am: Home Cookin':
Blues of all shades.

nnd plun!i will he mndc: fnr

(1)

ByEDLOPEZ
suggests various alternative
LOBO Staff Writer
Since UNM President William E ..Davis and Gov. Jerry Apodaca atmethods of energy saving such as
solar heated hot water and the use tended an educational conference in Mexico last month, UNM offici<!ls
of air circulators to redistribute hot · have continued their efforts to bring a North-South Hemispheric Center to
air from the top of a room to the the University.
The purpose of the Mexican conference was not to discuss a Northcolder floor· .
NMPlRG staff member. David South Center, but Apodaca's presence, which came at Davis' request, was
Miller, who wrote the home energy part of an effort to generate support for such a center at UNM. The
saving guide, says that "our best conference had been described as "an opportunity to strengthen UNM's
energy resource now is con- bid" in a memo froin the office of Gerald Slavin, director of International
servation."
Services.
·
"It will be a long time before anything does happen," said Tony
Hillerman; assistant to the president, in reference to the North-South
Center. "These things have a long gestation period." Hillerman said
UNM's lobby effort has been underway for sorne time, with Davis
overseeing the project.
The proposed North-South Center would be similar 'to the East-West
Center at the University of Hawaii, which provides an environment influenced by the cultures of both hemispheres. The Hemispheric Center
one to three credits, depending on would be funded partly through the U.S. $tate Department.
the time put into each project, she
Marvin "Swede'~ Johnson, administrative vice-president for Student
said, and students will receive either Affairs, Alumni Relations, and Development, said the next step would be
credit (C) or no credit (NC) for for UNM representatives to meet with officials from the State Dept. and
their work.
Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW). Johnson said indepth
Grabowski suggested that interviews were being arranged, but did not know the exact dates. "We'll
students should consider the have an opportunity to make our case," said Johnson.
program if they are interested in
He said UNM has the support of the governor, New Mexico
researching any of the following congressmen, and other representatives in Congress. The Organization of
areas: landlord-tenant relations, American States (OAS), said Johnson, has also given UNM enagribusiness, nutrition, nuclear couragement.
waste disposal or alternate energy
He noted that other universities, some along the southern tier of the
sources.
United States, and the University of Puerto Rico, are also interested in a
The academic credit will be North-South Center. Other schools, he added, feel that their strenghts in
handled through the UNM General certain fields or geographical location also make them prime candidates.
Honors Program.
"UNM would be a natural location for the center," said Johnson.
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down com petely under the strain of
his scatty word-jazz taken too far to
the extreme.
With Foreign Affairs, Waits has
finally pulled his talents together
and delivered the fully satisfying
album he's always been capable of.
It's rough, for sure, but now
Waits' has his rambling under
control; there's method to it. On
Nighthawks at the Diner, Waits
circled his point, teased with it, but
rarely hit it. On Foreign Affairs, he
never misses, and though his aims
might not be as .high, they are
consistently and directly met.
The controlling factor of this
album is Waits' sense of irony; it
leers from every corner and is alive
in every ragged character on the
album. In "Burma Shave," there's
the irony of the small town fifties'
girl who takes up with a rambler,
but dies in !\ car wreck when she
pushes him too far. And it's there
in "Potter's Field" when a stool
pigeon who is bought for a batHe of
whiskey has nothing intelligible to
say.
Beyond irony, though, there is
overall growth in Waits' writing.
On "Jack and Neal," in homage to
Jack Kerouac and Neal Cassady,
Waits mixes his own style with that
of the "beat" poets. Not only. does
it work, but the styles are complimentary: "countin' one eyed
jacks and wistling dixie in the car/
Neal was doin' least a hundred
when we saw a fallin' star."
On "Barber Shop," Waits builds
a song from bits of conversation
heard in a small town barber shop.
All the images and attitudes Waits
presents form a full and very r,eal
view of small town life and concerns. On earlier albums, Waits
lacked this unity; his sketches
showed insight, but they were
frustratingly scattered. His insights
on "Barber Shop" are not as
brilliant, but they build on each
other and by the end of the song,
Waits has said more, though not as
loudly.
His voice on Foreign Affairs is as
rich and textured as ever, though,
like his writing, it is more controlled. The back-up, especially the
horn solos, is supurb. His du~t with
Bette Midler on "I Never Talk to
Strangers" is strangly beautiful in
its awkward way.

Foreign Affairs does have its
flaws. At times Waits' rush of
images tend. to burnp into each
other or become ineffective by the
sheer fact they are.coming too fast.
But considering Waits' high ambitions to create his own form of
music, and considering the innumerable times he does connect,
the flaws are easily forgiven.

Christmas
Look for some special features
in our Christmas issue this Friday.
It will include our picks for the best
records of the year, movies of the
year and such. Other topics include
Christmas plays and music and a
look into movies this Christmas.
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mangione Feels. Good

VU~VL

TRACKS

Community Living
Workshop
presented by John West a
noted authority on
community life.

-artistic
-agriculture
-center city
-senior citizens
·religious groups

Learn: Why do it?
Ways to do it
pitfalls
benefits
call for reservations
247-4226
four days: December 9 & 10
and
January 6 & 7

"Feels So Good"!Chuck Mangione/A&M SP-46j8
By JANE QUESNEL
Chuck Mangione ... What can you say when each new album is better
than the last?,
The six cuts here are capable of shifting frop1 a soulfully haunting
fiugelhorn solo, to a hard-driving bass rhythm, culminating in a mellowedout easy jazz. But don't get settled down, because before you know it
Mangione's five are off and running with all the stops pulled out.
Chris Vadala, Grant Geissman, Charles Meeks and James Bradley, Jr.
form a tight, action-packed quintet with Mangione. All tremendously
gifted musicians in their own right, four plus one equals more excitment
than I've heard on a single album in years.
Recommended cuts include "Feels So Good," ''Hide & Seek" and "The
Xlth Commandment." (Better pick up two copies, in case one doesn't
survive the first 100 playings.)

Peter Allen Lives It Up
"It's Time for Peter Allen" I Peter
Allen I A&MSP-3706
By JANE QUESNEL
This live, double-play album was
taken from three concerts performed in New York and Los
Angeles. Better known to some as
Uza Minelli's first husband than
for his keyboard artistry and
vocals, Peter Allen captures his
audiences from the start and holds
them in the palm of his hand
throughout.
With a tight, eight-man backup
group, Allen performs 15 of his
own songs, and two golden oldies,
"The More I See You" and "As
Time Goes By.'' Many of his songs
were written with Carole Bayer
Sager, such as "Don't Wish Too
Hard," and "The Natural Thing to

Do."
The album is spiced with excerpts

TURQUOISE RINGS*
TURQUOISE EARRINGS*
WEDDING BANDS*

c~~~~ .........
BUTTERFLY RINGS*
LIGHTNING RINGS*
HEART RINGS
YOUR CHOICE

$'1 49 ·EA.

99c

The highlight of the album is
"Quiet, Please, There's a Lady on
Stage," which Allen wrote for Judy
Garland. Working into the number
slowly and softly, he builds it up
into a deafening, hand-clapping
finish, carrying the crowd with him
all the way.

Recommended cuts include "She
Loves to Hear the Music," "Love
Crazy," "I Honestly Love You"
and "Quiet. Please, There's a Lady
on Stage."

TURQUOISE&
COULRINGS
HU,RI' STAR OICICERS*
1URQUOISE LW RINGS
YOUICHOICE

"My Farewell to Elvis"/Merle
Haggard/MCA Records MCA1314
By ROBERT SPIE(;EL
There is something suspect in a
tribute album that appears within a
month of someone' s death,
especially if the single from the
album, "From Graceland to the
Promised Land," is out within two
weeks of the death. The suspicion
brings up morbid thoughts such as,
perhaps this album has been in the
bag for years just waiting for the
king to topple. But even putting this
uneasiness aside, Merle Haggard's
My Farewell to Elvis offers little
more than yet another Presley
related product to fill the overflowing racks.
The album ranges from fair to
good. The problem is not so much
with the quality of Haggard's
performance, but rather with the

$3SO EA.
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t.yeglasses or Contact Lenses
One day service, quality and
style at reasonable cost

"Never Been Here
Before' '!Paulette McU'illiams/Fantasy F-9636
By JANE QUESNEL
Paulette McWilliams has come
a long way from those bar dates
with a 60's popjrock group. When
she felt the need to move on, she
chose a young teenager named
Chaka Khan to replace her.
'Needless to say, the band's style
and name changed, becoming· the
now popular Rufus with Chaka
.
Khan.
With those days behind her
Paulette did Mellow Madness with
Quincy Jones a couple of years ago,
and has now cut her first album for
Fantasy. Her style has been
compared to both Sarah Vaughan
and Barbra Streisand.

Casey Optical Co.
(Next door to ~asey Rerall Drug)

Lomas at Washington
255-6

Robert
Van Lierop
and his film about mozambique's
first year of independence"0 Povo Organlzado"
-exploring in depth the beauty of an
African people struggling to build a new
society.
Thursday, Dec. 8, 8:00pm in Woodward
Hall $2.00 gen. public/$1.00 students
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By LORI LACEDONIA
On Dec. 2, at 7:30 p.m. the
doors of the Civic Auditorium will
open and there will stand an Elvis
Preseley look-alike, dre~s-alike and
sing-alike belting out sueh songs as
"Don't Be Cruel, "Return to
Sender," "All Shook Up," "Blue
Hawaii," "You ain't Nothing But a
Hound Dog," "Jail House Rock"
and "Love Me Tender."
Since Elvis Presely' s death, many
look-alikes have risen. Is Elvis
Wade just another Elvis impersonator or will the audience feel
as if Presely is performing for them
once again?.
Many people wonder how
someone like Elvis Wade got
started and how he decided to get
his act together. For Wade it all
began in 1968 when he was a bass
guitarist. He had been working with
a jazz group and one night. he
hopped on the dance floor, doing
his usual imitations. But this time
he included an imitation of the
"King" (what Presely was often
called - the king of Rock and
Roll). Instead of laughs as Wade
had expected, he was rewarded with
a standing ovation. It was there in
Tennessee that the birth of Elvis
Wade was announced to alL
Imitating Presley is by no means
Wade's only ability, for the Presley
imitation is only a part of his act.
Wade also has a style all his own he
uses it when he sings, "Better They
Are," "Why Me, Lord7" and
"Imagine Me."
Wade is not just a figure that has
arisen since Presley's death. He has
been a professional entertainer for
17 years and he knows the value of
a quality show. He is introduced by
a drum roll, capturing the audience
from the start. The feeling of a
magic man entertaining them is far
from an exaggeration.
His band consists of brass,
electric guitars, and drums which
arc coupled by well. orchestrated
arrangements and back up harmony which provides the catalyst
for dynamic entertainment.
Although the people aren't the
same, Wade uses an identical
backup to what Presley used.
Elvis Wade enters the stage with
a masculine grace and flamboyance
and colorful gem studded costume
which holds true to the Presley
tradition. Wade maintains a
wardrobe valued at over $12,000
and lives in a $250,000 mansion in
Lebanon, Tenn.
The concert will be the first time
an actual concert of Wade's will be
telecast. It will be televised by
Columbia Pictures at a later date by
a CBS networ'k with Barbara Felton
as the host.
This is by no means Wade'.s first
performance or concert. He has
performed in Joplin, Mo., Harvey,
La., Burmingham, Ala., Decatur,
Ala., Dallas, Texa~ and Fayetteville, N.C .. The six shows were
sell outs ranging from 4,500 at

fficWIIIInms
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ASUNm Speakers Committee

-banned from entering
the U.S. by three Presidents!
topic: "Cart•r and Human Rights
In Latin America-myth vs. Reality"
Friday, Dec. 2, 7:30p.m. In the
UNm SUB Ballroom
$1.00 gen. public/SOc students

Elvis to be Reincarnated

By JANE QUESNEL
"!:iextet in D minor, op.70"/Peter
"Funeral Music for Queen
Tchiakovsky/ RCA ARL 1-2286
Mary"!Henry Purcell/Angel S37182
Composcl:t m !~YO, with final
Henry Purcell was the last
revisions completed two years later great English composer before tbe .
just before his death, Tchaikovsky 20th century, and one of the
wrote this sextet not onl:,:: as a foremost composers of Baroque
remembrance of three months spent opera. Better known for his
in the city of Florence (hence the theatrical achievements, this album
nickname "Souvenir de Floren- displays the lesser known side of
ce"), but for his beloved patroness Purcell.
Nadeja von Meek.
Along with the "Funeral Music
for Queen Mary," there are five
This recording by the Guarneri anthems with verses taken from the
String Quartet plus two (Boris Scriptures and the Book of
Kroyt, viola and Mischa SchQeider, Common Prayer. Only three of the
cello) brings alive this work from pieces included here in the Funeral
Tchaikovsky's mature period. Far Music have been ascribed' to the
from an amateur in the field of actual occasion; much of this music
composing chamber music, dates from an earlier period.
Tchaikovsky wrote many pieces for
·Among those that have been
various combinations of in- authenticated are the opening
struments while in his youth at the "March" and "Canzoiia," both
St. Petersburg Conservatory. hauntingly beautiful in character.
However, his
most famous As performed by the Philip Jones
chamber works include the three- Brass Ensemble, the "March" is
string quartets which, like the
slow and plaintive, and is played
sextet, were written in his mature
twice.
The first time through is
period.
incredibly soft, punctuated by
It is evident from the beginning muffled drumbeats, while the
that while this sextet may indeed be repeat builds to .a deafening
a tribute to Florence, it 'is purely crescendo. The music is highly
Russian in character. From the sensitive for the time, and is more
outset of the Allegro con spirito, of a dirge for a beloved rather than
peasant themes are presented in for a member of royalty.
The "Canzona" consists of fugal
abundance throughout the four
movements, often contrasting imitation, each voice entering
sharply with softly lyrical subjects. individually with a theme based on
The third movement is perhaps the the repetition of the same note four
most nationalistic, and is curiously times in succession.
Following the opening inorchestrated ..
strumental works are the five
A viola solo opens, and carries its "Funeral Sentences," all vastly
haunting rn~lody clown to the different in character because of the
lowest note of the instrument. The conflicting compositional periods
other instruments lean toward the in which they were written. The
middle register of the ensemble, as anthems are sung by the Choir of
if the viola had established a range King's College, of Cambridge.
which was to be maintained. This
Of the five verse anthems, it is
sets up a very effective movement the closi'ng one which gathers the
filled with the richer, darker sounds most interest. "Blessed are they
of the four instruments.
that fear in the Lord," adds the
Truly a nice departure from the choir of the Academy of St.
other works of Tchaikovsky, of Martin-in-the-Fields to the Choir,
which the general public is as well as two outstanding boy
beginning to tire, this recording sopranos, Timothy Byram-Wigfield
deserves special recognition for the and Peter Castle.
During the 11 years of the
impeccable rendition of a litile
Commonwealth,
church music all
known work by the Guarneri
but
ground
to
a
halt in England.
Quartet and Friends.
Immediately afterward, in a newlyflourishing compositional period, a
search· was made for boys who
total availability of the originals. could be trained as choristers and
Nothing here comes anywhere close eventually as soloists. Although
to Presley's o;·,"'"'als. Haggard uses there are many compositions
the original arrangements and a containing parts for boy sopranos,
pseudo-Presley vocal approach, so few are as successfully written or as
he offers no new insights into the beautiful as the example here. In
songs themselves which range from each contrapuntal passage, their
"That's All Right (Marna)" to "In high, clear voices ring out above all
the Ghetto." One would be better others, dominating the passage with
·
off with one of the many Presley their pure quality.
collections.
Perhaps I'm too harsh; after all,.
Haggard's tribute to Bob Wills was
a beautiful, warm-hearted and a
musically impressive work.

Elvis: Haggntd Attempt

· All ilo!M oro •lofllng oil>« ..,;d, •tabillud twquoiM.
• All o!arrod i - . oro not Indian modo.

the

During. songs like ''Everything
Old Is New Again," written with
Sager, the crowd enthusiastically
gets wrapped up in the performance, and just barely manages
to contain themselves during
Allen's seven-minute jam of "I Go
to Rio." The electricity of Allen's
show comes through on vinyl in
what must be a poor replica of the
tremendous charge· carred by the
actual happening.

THe album is arranged so you
can re-live the concert, from intra
to finish, including intermission.
Don't listen to it any other way;·
you'lllose the magic.

LIQUID SILVII NECXUCI • 10 51RAND ...•.. $11.95
IUITIIFLY IUCELm* . . .... , . : . , ...... $5.00
MEN'S ·~· ............ , .. : •. , . : , ... $4.40
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of Allen's monologue between
numbers. He introduces his tender
version of "I Honestly Love You"
as the one his friend Olivia received
a Grammy for, while "I received a
lovelv certificate."

.Tchaikovsky, Pu(cell
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. Joplin, Mo., to 37,000 at Fayetteville, N, C.
· One night in Tennessee, it had
been reported that 12 seats had
been reserved for Elvis Presley and
friends to see Wade perform.
Although the seats remained vacant
throughout the performance, a bar
stool was occupied by a man
dressed as a hobo. That hobo was ·
later said to be Presley himself
disguised for the reason that he
Wade

The Downfoll of Chino

without getting nervous by
Presley's presence. It was then and
there that Presley and Wade met,
and Presley said that it was fantastic.
Tickets to see Wade perform are
available at the Civic Auditorium
box office, both General Stores,
both L. P. Goodbuys, Record
World in Montgomery Plaza,
Dillard's,
Hall and the
UNMSub

'~China "!The Rocket Record Company [MCA 1PJG-1292

By ROBERT SPIE<;EL
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This album has everything going for it; two members of the band, 0
Davy Johnstone and Roger Pope, have been in Elton John's band; Elton tl
l'l.
John helped produce the album; Johnstone has a clear and forceful voice; .:;
all the songs are original; Bernie Taupin offered his songwriting talents to t-'
two of the tunes; there are no particularly weak songs on the entire album 00'"
!?
and they chose a good name. Yet the album lacks spark,
I can go on. All the songs are executed very well; the balance is fine, and ~
some of the songs are quite interesting. There is nothing really bad I can <
i3
say about the album. Still, something is missing. I'm not sure, but I think it "0'"
has to do with heart.
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50% Off

lst annual pre-Xmas sale
Tobacco pipes Water pipes
Paraphenalia
Imported cigarettes
FREE' rolling papers
Limit one-must present ad

107 B Cornell SE
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Elvis Wade, dressed In riches.

Cooking
""The Joy" /Fantasy F-9538
By GEORGE GESNER
Toni Brown and Terry Garthwaite have gotten back together
again - not as Joy of Cooking, but
simply as Joy.
With a list of impressive personnel such as Reggie McBride,
Bobbye Hall, Elvin Bishop and Taj
Malia!, who does excellent dobra
work on "Morning Man", the duo
seems to lack something. Their
music just doesn't cook as much as
it used to. They're not a solid group
anymore.
Best cuts are "Beginning
Tomorrow," ''Morning Man,"
"You Don't Owe Me Spring" and
"Come Running." C.

·ru:
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_in Boston,

Beethoven On Record
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Beethoven: Piano Sonatas, No.1, No. 7/Sviatoslav Richter/Angel Stereo
Quadrophonic S 37266
By BOB LAWRENCE
These early sonatas, like much of B~ethoveh's first works, foreshadow
strongly the revolutionary forces he was to unleash and set a pattern for
sonata writil)g that persisted almost until his death.
· Richter's contribution to what has been called the "New Testament" of
piano literature is crisp, inspired and possessing a clarity that reveals
Beethoven's break with the earlier modes of sonata composition by Haydn
and Mozart.
The finale of the first sonata is especially astonishing for its technical
difficulties which are not ostentatious but seem born from what the
composer had to say in a particular way: that is, they are not tacked onto
the framework for embellishment but derive from the structure of the work
·
itself.
It brings the listener far from the opening allegro that is Mozartian until
its leaping staccato motiff emerges and signals the end of 18th century
convention.
The, second work, in D major, has been called by Alfred Brendel "One
of Beethoven's most exquisite works." Its opening presto is far longer than
corresponding sections of contemporary composers or even those by
Beethoven himself. Yet, again, its architecture and depth demand the
exposition.
Like so much of the composer's work, both sonatas display the enormous developmental powers Beethoven brought to "simple" few-note
themes. Richter courageously performs th¢. same way Beethoven cornposed: with a reckless, controlled abandon that is total music. The
recording quality is, as usual, impeccable .

come to Ned's.

Some places get to be famous just because it's fun to be there. South Station is one.
Ned's is another. People have known about Ned•s for years. Famous for sandwiches,
good bands, super drinks, reasonable prices. Ned's has an inside full of cozy booths,
and now an outside patio with cool shade, hanging plants and a fountam. And
there's Wednesday night at Ned's. And Friday afternoon, too.
Ned's Is a good time. All the time. There's something for everyone, Something for
you. There"s no place like Ned's)

4200 Central S.E.
255.()462
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We offer all three in generous amounts to everyone who joins our staff.
our business Is life Insurance which Is a useful, satisfying career. Since John Hancock
creates our policies, you'll be working with the bost, selling the best.

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
Upon completion of four years in
college, a student is given .a diploma
which states what field he chose to
pursue, a hand shake from the

Chances for advancement go as far as your abilities. No Insurance background Is
necessary. We'll train aod pay you at the same time.
.
If you'd 11ke to be known for the company you keep In our community. Just call or write
us, We're an equal opportunity employer.

}In~

Robert Cisneros, C·L·U·
5260 Montgomery Blvd. NE
881·9810

"""'"'

Lobos Humble Highlands 125-73

Nine Leave Lobo Football Ranks

·s8------~~~----~
PRESTIGE· PAY· POTENTIAL·

'1;l

president of the university, and sent · For long hours of practice, well
earned victories and hard fought
out into the world.
At UNM's graduation in May, losses, this weeks's Daily LOBO
nine seniors will leave Loboland Player of the Week goes to those
with the above mentioned, along nine seniors leaving the UNM grid
with bumps and bruises and the ranks.
Head Lobo football coach R,iU
pride of being Lobo football
Mondt
commented on each of the
players.
·
seniors who leave his squad this
season.
Mandt said:

Michael Cooper 1221 goes over the back of Co•wl1ov
Pete Campos in last night's Lobo win over Highlands.

Mulu<tl Life lns!JJ anee Company

The same wild bunch of net
burners who brought you the· 48·
point win over Cuba a11d the 50point win over Idaho, now direct
from the U11iversity Arena bring
you a 125-73, 52-point win over
New Mexico Highlands.
Marvin Johnson led all scorers
Tuesday night with 27 points but
said, "I don't need to score to win.
There's plents of guys around here
who can score.''
Michael Cooper· drew cheers of
"Coop" from the 13,888 fans with
his 19 points.
Five Lobos hit double figures as
UNM broke a game-high record
with 125 points. Four points better
than the old record achieved last
year against the same Highlands

Trio Tabbed All-WAC
SMOKEY TURMAN, Cornerback, Washington, Ga. "Smokey had a really. good career
here. He came to us a running back
and then found his place in the
secondary. He was hurt the last
three games of this season. Smokey
is unselfish and very dedicated."

TAOS CARDS

DON BARNES, Tailback,
Compton, Cal. - "Don is another
guy we're goin~ to misss. He played
a great last part of the season for
us. He was a good blocker and a
good team leader."

4605 Fourth Street N.W. • 345·2125

ADVENT CALENDARS

Lobo fullback Mike Williams
was unanimously chosen to the first
All-WAC offensive team while
teammates Tom Ryan, center, and
Max Hudspeth, defensive back and
punt returner, were also chosen to
the first team.
Williams led theW AC in rushing
for most of the season but was
injured and could not play in his
last two games.
Ryan was in his first year playing

JAKE GONZALEZ, Offensive
Guard, Albuqueruqe, N.M. "Jake came to us as a walk-on. He
was not big enough to play on the
line but the dedication he exhibited
captured him a spot on the first
team.,

center after starting at guard for the·
Lobos in 1976.
Junior Max Hudspeth, a two
year starter from El Paso picked off
four interceptions and averaged
12.2 yards per punt runback.
For Williams, a junior, this is his
second time on the first team AllWAC squad.
Brigham Young led the WAC
with seven men named to the first.
team.
UTEP's running back Robert

Elliot was also one of the six players
unanimously selected to the first
team.
Lobo wide receiver Preston
Dennard defensive tackle Robert
Rumbaugh and linebacker Mike
Forrest were named to the
honorable mention team.

'Royal 'Boit,q
Sntoke~take~

No Purehase
Neeessary

1
1

FF
LE!

Max Hudspeth

A~·

-~

TIM WESTCOTT, Cornerback,
Jd~
r
Carlsbad, N.M. - "Tim has
played more than any of the
(;ABE CHAVEZ, Linebacker,
seniors. I feel this year was Tim's Carizozo, N.M. - "This is Gabe's
best since he started as a freshman fifth year on the team. He was
for us.''
sidelined last year with an injury.
He came to us as a quarterback and
made the switch to linebacker quite
well where he did a good job."

JIM HAYNES, Kicker, Downey,
Cal. - "We're going to miss Jim.
He's had a rather disappointing
season, but then every kicker misses
field goals." In 1976, Haynes was
the. team's second leading scorer
with 46 points.

MARION
CHAPMAN,
Linebacker, Mission Hill, Cal, "Marion was a tailback in high
school and played linebacker since
he was a freshman. Marion, too,
was a real team leader.''

\

Contest Ends
9pm Sat. Dee. 10th
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''I grabbed the rebound," 0
Cooper explained, "and I didn't t::l
;:.:
hear the buzzer go off. Some guy '<
jumped on my back and I tried to 0t'""'
o"
shake him off and they called the _o
foul on me."
z

.,

\

0

The second half started out as
UNM scored 22 unanswered points
to lead 85-34.
At the end of the first half,
Michael Cooper was called for a
technical foul.

Then at the beginning of the <
second half Coop dove for the ball g.
..,
and again things began to happen.
Cooper said, "I just went after ?.....
the loose ball and then there were
bodies all over. Then something'hit ...,
...,
me. It hurt whatever it was.''
(l>

(l>

-"'

What does apartment
living have that The
College Inn doesn't?
housecleaning
dish washing
scrubbing
dusting
grocery shopping
cooking
commuting

The

Christmas Cards: Southwestern, Traditional
Etchings• Personalized Service

[3·

"':;;

Compare the high cost of buying food,
apartment rent and utility charges with
our room and board rates.

A traditional way
ro mark the days to Christmas.

Enter the 1st Annual
Royal Bong Smokestakes!
Win the ultimate head
gear.
A ·numbered,
limited edition, 81,000
24 karat gold plated
Royal Bong, personalized
with your name engraved
in script. This collectors
piece the future stands
18" tall on a base of handrubbed rare hardwood,
and is master-crafted to
bring you many years of
luxurious enjoyment. So
don't just lounge around
holding your breath.·
Come over to either
General Store location
and sign up now. Good
L1,1ck!

team.
With 5:48 left in the first half,
UNM lead 45-25 and Lobo coach
Norm Ellenberger yelled "Wake-up
time" to his players and they
grabbed a 63-34 half-time lead.

-z-

111 Harvard SE- 266-7709
8117 Menaul NE- 296-.5039

Premedical Advisement

Mike Williams

Coliege
100

303 Ash St., N.E.
243-2881

Tom Ryan

Fern ·Gymnasts
Open Tonight

MIKE ANDRAKOWICZ,
Offensive Tackle, Grand Rapids,
Mich. - "Mike missed last year
with a knee injury and was injured
again during the New Mexico State
game. He always played well for us
and tried his hardest."

The UNM women's gymnastic
team opens its season tonight in
Johnson Gym at 7:30 with an
exhibition meet against Denver
University.
Last year, DU captured the small
college regional championship in
gymnastics.
The UNM women's squad of
head coach Claudia Thomas will
sport young talent in this evening's
meet.
This year's squad is, made up of
four freshman, four sophomores,
and one junior.

Returning from last year's squad
are Rachael Hernandez, Dianne
Frew, Joann Jost, Amy Williamson
and Marilyn Wilson.
Newcomers include Linda Cage
of El Paso, Tex., Kim Bartholomey
of South Dakota, Tammy Custodi
of New York and Sharon Lee Hays
ofSantaFe, N.M.
Thomas said, "I expect a good
all around performance from my
girls.''
UNM students with a valid ID
will be admitted free to the meet.
Adults will be admitted for $2 and
other students for $1.

Popejoy Hall

Get Ready For Finals
At
This Semester's Last Weekend
In The

IY 1111111

In The Student Union.Building Basement
Friday, Deeember 2
When They Hit The Stage, It's Time
Fo1.• A Disco Party With

In Association With

~RESTON

DENNARD,
Flanker, Tempe, Ari.- "Preston is
a great receiver. He was the only
freshman to be picked to the AllWAC team. He has been very
valuable to us."

The New Mexico Mountain Club
The Central New Mexico Audubon Society
The Sierra Club

Juan Abeyta of
UNM Medical School Office

Presents

Harry Pederson

of Student Affairs
will provide premedical
students with counseling

Saturday, December 3
A Return Engagement With
The Astral Rock And Funk Of

CtiiiiC CIDDI

And His Beautiful Undersea Film

Four Fathom World

Wednesday, November 29th
10 : 00 am to 2: 00 pm
at Chicano Studies
18H5 Homa-UNM

Tonite - Wed. Nov. 30 - 7:30 p:m,
Public $2.00 UNM Stu., Fac.-Staft' $1.50

Ad111ission Pt•ices
Students St.OO eaclt
(With J.D., Pins One Guest)
I•nblic $2.00 eacb
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PERSONALS

------------------------------

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contracep·
· tion, stcrlll~ation, abortion. Right to Choose, 294·
0171.
1/9
GREEDY'/ Make lito Ned's on W~dnesdays for their
Special Drink Nigh! I
11130
CONTACTS77 Polishing & solutions, casey Optical
Company, 255-8736.
'.fn
SUNLAND ALBUQUERQUE MAGA;llNE seeks
human interest stories; fiction, poetry, art work,
photographs concerning history, cultures, present
lifestyles of Southwest, contact Henry Woodall,
265-8170 or Kathy Thompson, 821·4171. Mailing
address: )816 Kirby Court, Albuquerque, N.M.
87112.
.
1212
SANDIE, I think you're the sweetest, most lovable
girl I know. Stewart.
11/30
SKATEBOARD CITY CONTEST, Sunday Dec. 4th,
11·3 p.m. 106 Morningside NE. Cnll for informa·
tlon, 255-4336.
1212
Hobbit puzzles, puppets, stuffed toYs! For children
of all ages in the UNM Bookstore's Gift Depart·
ment,
1211
CHRISTMAS CARDS - Spanish & English greet·
ings-the UNM Bookstore Gift Department,l2/2
NON-SMOKERS' CLUD-897-0131.
. 12/2
ALBUQUERQUE'S SANITY NEEDS YOUI
PLEASE sign decriminalization petition,
12/1
RENE & PAUL: Please don't tell Kathy. UNM Pool
12/2
'GEORGIA O'KEEFFE- her work, her words$14.95- UNM Bookstore,
11/30
A good Hobbit - Tolklen calendar 1978 at UNM
Bookstore.
II/30
OH .DANIELl I can hardly wait for Christmas!
Suzette
11/30
HAPPY lliRTIIDAY ERNIE, I tftlnk you're terrific.
Bert
11/30
NCHO MEETING WED. night, 7 p.m. Paco Mazo,
USC School of Gerontology will be recruiting.
11/30

2.

LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF In the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
fs
FOUND; keys In parking lot, south of Bandelier
Hall. Claim Marron Hall, Rm. 105,
12/1

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system, Technical, general, legal, medical,
•
1212
scholastic. Charts& tables, 345·2125.
LSA'f·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
Call PENM 842·5200.
tfn
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus. 296·8564.
fs
SERVE In the Peace Corps. Ortcga233, 277-5907. fs
TYPING, 1st quality. 883-7787.
tfn
RELIABLE TYPING. 60c per page. 881·7546. 12/2
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM Selectric), and
of course, copies. 268·8515.
1211
TYPING, EDITING, 266·4567.
12/2
TUTOIUNO FOR SPANISH students by native
speaker, Call242-9469.
12/2

4.

HOUSING

• SHALAKO INN has deluxe efficiencies from
$145.00, utilities paid. City bus service down
Central available. Apartment includes modern
kitchen. Lounge, restaurant & swimming pool on
premises, 12901 Central NE. 299-0434.
1212
ONE BLOCK TO UNM. Deluxe I bedroom, twin or
double bc,ls. $185.00. Varsity House, 141
Columbia SE, 268-0525,
12/1
SEARCHING FOR HOUSING? Residence Halls arc
your answer for maximum convenience to campus
plus comfort and economy in housing and food ser·
vice! Inquire: La Posada 201, weekdays 9-4, or call
277-2606.
1/25
2 ROOMMATES WANTED to share 3 bedroom
house with big yard, $62.00/mOJ\th plus,lltilitics &
deposits. Call Elisabeth, 247-2146.
'
1212
ROOMMATE NEEDED. Bicycling distance from
UNM. Pets welcome. Rent is approximately
$60.00/month. Call George, 242·9219 artcr 5.
Location-1120 Buena VistaSE.
12/2
3 BLOCKS TO UNM. Fenced privacy, I bedroom,
kids, pets. $130.00, no lease. Valley Rentals, 262·
12/2
1751.$30.00 fcc.
SUPER CLEAN 1 bedroom. Walk to UNM. $125.00,
garage included. Valley Rentals, 262-1751. $30.00
fee.
1212
BIKE TO CLASS. Delightful 2 bedroom: kids, pets
fine, $135.00. Valley Rentals, 262-1751.$30.00 fee.
1212
AVAILABLE NEXT SEMESTER - roomy 1
bedroom. Close to class, just $125.00. Valley.
Rentals, 262-1751. $30.00 fee.
12/2

f

ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE 3 bedroom
luxury NE Heights house. $140.00. 294·7462. 12/2
3 BEDROOM, YARD, DEN, sun room; $2$0,00.
265-2403, Ht p.m.
• .11/30
WALK UNM. I bedroom, furnished. 3 blocks to
campus. $140.00,255-4364.
1211
ROOM & llOARD: responsible female to live-in
(private bedroom/b•lth) & care for 2 children agc.s 7 & 9, 2:30p.m.· 9:00p.m., Monday-Friday,
December thru May. Home 3 blocks from UNM.
265-5318.
12/2
ROOMMATE WANTED for 2 bedroom apt. ncar
UNM. $85.00/mo. Pat, 243-4088.
12/2
WHAT IS A COLLEGE 1NN7 Good food. Carpeted, air conditioning. Apartment style living. 303
Ash NE, 243-2881.
11/29

5.

FORSALE

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 277-5907.
fs
WANTED PART TIME help as Security Guards.
Hours flexible. Call S.I,A., 242-5261.
12/2
CHELSEA STREET PUD DEATS the new minimum
wage, Kitchen help starting pay $2.65/hr. Waiter.&
waitress openings available, super pay- super tips.
Apply In person, Coronado Center. Part or full
time, day or night shifts.
1211
TEMPORARY PART TIME employment: Stay-In·
School Prosmm, Kirtland AFD. Jobs include:
engineering aides, math aides, physical science
aides, clerks & clerk-typists. Pay: $2.30/hr. •
$4.28/hr. Apply through Work-Study Office, Mesa
Vista Hall. Kirtland Is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
12/2
PART TIME stockers - clerks, must be over 21.
Graduate students only. Apply in person. Save-way .
Liquor Stores, 5704 Lomas Blvd. NE; 5516 Menual
Blvd. Nil.
12/2
GOING HOJ\(IE TO L.A. for th.,. holidays? Make
$50.00 • $100.00 selling picture lilm at parade.
Tournament of Roses Film Sales, Inc., (213) 242·
1992or242-1915
1212
BABYSITTER NEEDED, 4-5 days per week for four
children. $40,00 starling Dec. 13. 881.0656,
12/2
MODELS NEEDpD for mature photographers.
Good pay, excellent tips. 6103 Menual NE. 8839987 t 266-0248.
1212

MAXELL UD.C-90 cassettes. $3.00 each. Minimum
order >ix. Free local delivery same week, Fireny,
Box 7583, 87104. 256·1495.
1212
20 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30.00 !o $60,00. 441
Wyoming NE,255·5987,
1/27
EKTA·SOUND CAMERA & PROJECTOR. Never
used, $250.00 for both. Caii26S·4836.
11/30
STEREO SPEAKERS & AMPLIFIER & tuner,
$175.00, Cannon 200mm lens - excellent con·
dition. $180.00, 255·3122.
11/30
1969 YW. Good condition, clean interior, Good tires,.
runs good, Nice looking little car. 869-295 I. 11/30
1976 CHEVY MONZA. Great car. Student must sell ••
Call345·9353.
1211
PIPES! Finest smokables in classic shapes and bold
RIDE t'OR 2 wanted: lloston/NYC, mid-December,
freeforms. We have the pipes and the tobacco to
share usual,l42·6452
1212
put in them, Ask about our used straitgrains. Pipe
1211
&TobaccoRoad,I07CorneiiSE.
N.Y. STATE: riders wanted. Leaving Dec. 21, rc·
turning Albuquerque Dec. 2S. Share expenses &
BICYCLE TIRES, thorn-resistant tubes: all sizes on
12/2
possible U-H~tul. 242-6452.
1212
sale. 266·1611, Richmond Bicycle Supply.
MOVING! Potter's kiekwhccl, $90.00; dishwasher,
$190.00; room size rugs r brown, $40.00, orange,
$35.00, 25S-4039, 268-92S6
12/2
1976 FLUTE. Excellent condition. B. Cordova, 277I AM LOOKING for a 1970 or 1971 Datsun 240-Z.
4646; 345·9360.
12/2
Contact a·ary King weekdays after S p.m. at 296·
WOOD BURNING STOVE, $75.00. 268-3779. 1212
6515.
1212
BAVARIAN CREAMPUFF. 1969 BMW 1600. 294·
CLASSIFIED ADS will contir1ue to take ads
7462.
1212
throughout December. Ads placed during
NAZI DAGGER- 1937 Luftwafrc, General's. 294December will run In the LOBO Welcome Back
7462.
J2/2
i•5uc on January 9th. Next possible publication
date forclassificds is January 16th.
1212
SINGER MACHINE, zig-zag, makes buttonholes,
overca1t, blind hems without attachments. Pay
WANTED TO BUY: European made manual portable typewriter, Olvctti preferred. 898-5!i04,
$24.00 and take machine. 268-4393..
12/2
suppertime.
1212
BRAND NEW color SonyTrinitron television: left in
laynway, Big screen, new guarantee, Take over' ..''-=------------ _____ _
payments of$7,88 per month. 266·5872.
12/2
SANSUI STEREO, unclaimed freight, Dig speakers,
deluxe turntable, tape player. Assume payments
$7.82 per month. 266-5872.
12/2
NEW 1978 Kirby Classic III and attachments, new
warranty. Take over payments $7.00 per month.
268-4394.
12/2
UP TO $300.00 orr on any Pioneer complete stereo
.1ystcm till Christmas- also layaways. 268-4393.
1212
ONE PAIR BOSE SOl speakers: demos, 5-year war·
rnnty, usually $180.00 each, now$109.00, Two pair
Bose 901 II speakers; trade-in, 1-year warranty,
$449.00/pair. Also new Bose 901 Ill's,
$765.00/pair. Hi-FI House, 3011 Monte Vista NE,
ncar trlnnulc. 255-1694.
ll/30

7.

TRAVEL

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

Do You Need·
Cash?

o1?ro ""n

. .. SUNGLASS HD'QTS

HAY A Y SHALOM

Casey Optical Co ..

Recorded· Message
Phone 296·8568

Prescriptipn lenses make
· from your old glasses. ·
(Nt;XI door to Casey Rexa/1 Drug)

..
'"'

Lomas at Washington 255-6322

TDDAY'S CRDSSIDID PUZZLE
.ACROSS

Hollywood
name
UNITED Feature Syndicate
46 Cheerful
1 Travel a
Tuead•v'a Puzzle Solved:
distance: 2 49 Hard to
PA
I
N 5 wI S p 5 p A D
chew
words
y
EN
v
0
A T T u T I MIE
50
Bakery
6Gone by
5 T AT E DE E M AN0 N
aqulpmenf
10 Hastened
51 Unite
T E N A N T R E M0 T E L Y
14llfe's
52 Harem room
R I 0 T DE R I DE 5
beginning
15 Singer Paul 55 Maxwell
E N T I T L E D L AC
Anderson
drama
16 Mata ---IDES GORED BALE'
58.Actress
17 Cotton
CEE
5 - SENSE
Sophia ----packages
MI N D I C T A T E D
18.Kindofray: 60Noun
5 T RANG E T ART
ending
Var.
P
R 0 T E 5 T 5 MI 5 E R 5
61
British
peer
20 Not healthy
R0 0 T T H I 5 N0 RAH
621nflux
21 "So long"
63 Clarinet
E N N lA
G u I 5 E
IE IN IS IE
23 Decree
EATs R0 0 D s T E E p
24 Push aside 64 Force unit
651mpoverished 13 Eating plans
26 Works
drink
against
40.
Perfumed
19
"Beau-----"
DOWN
28 Have hopes
41 Mock
22 Hail!
.
30 Hereditary
1 Asian desert 25 He owns it
42 Effusively
system
2 Egg-shaped
sentimental
26 Deserves
3 .. ____ ----31 Game birds
43 Soc. ,
27,1talian
32 Talking
ahead"
45 Finished
community
unci early
4 Pothouse
first
28 Culture
specialty
36 Exist
46 Oarsman
medium
37 Confused
47 Of sheep
5 Make like
29 Withered:
fight
new
481mport
Var.
38 Baby
6 Adhesive
49 Sports
30 Sects
kangaroo
7 Rectangular 32 Eur.
championship
390ld
pier
51 Swiss city
blackbird
8Snow
33Pioneer
World
53 Act
locomotive:
runner
54 Crawling
thrushes
9 Skin color
2 words
42 -----Jaw,
with insects
34 Aircraft part 56 Blood-like
1 0 Less legit
Sask.
35 Active one
11 French city
57 Speak
44 Cubicles
37 Fountain
12 Pointing up
45 Big
.59 Undivided

Earn $15.00a week
Donate Twice Weekly

PRECISON MACHINIST'S vertical milling rna·
cltine, Well's index model 40, 8" x 34" table,
$1600.00. Hallet's Bicycles, 843·9378. Save and rc·
cycle this ad.
12/2
1969 BMW 2002; 25 mpg, runs good- Sl,l9S.OO.
242·2130.
12/2
WITH THIS AD ONLY: three UDC 90 Maxell
cassettes with free 12 hold case: $10.00. Hi-Fi
House, 3011 Monte Vista NE, near triaQgle. 255·
1694,
12/2
SONY REEL ·TO REEL tape deck. Ask for Mike,
881-7763.
12/2
ANTIQUE CLOTHING - new grouping. Embroi·
dcred shawls, kimonos, white lace, velvets, never
worn 1940's dresses. Friday only, 10:30 a.m •• 4;30
p.m. Cash only,419 Dallas NE.
1212
FORD I969 3/4 ton, AT, CD, 302 VB, steel radials
carpet, insulation, convertible back. seat, many
· extras. Good running condition. $1500.00. 265·
4087.
12/2
1965 OLDS STAT!ONWAGON, S325.00. Couch &
chair, bed frame & springs, more. 242-3604 after
6:30p.m.
12/2
MEN'S !O·spccd in good shape, $25.00. 242-6452.
12/2
HONDA 90, PERFECT. 100 mpg, $500.00.
Evenings, 293-4469.
12/2
B&W QUASAR TV, 3 months old. Excellent condi·
lion. Best offer, 277-4085.
12/2

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

·Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
'

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under. the heading
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
(circle one): 1. Personals;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

.~.

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed $_ _ _ _ Placed by - - - - - - Telephone'-------

>

•

Marron Hall, .Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

L

